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Our guide to the latest lighting launches, 
luminaries to know about and the trends 
that will be shining bright this season Star 

light
Conceived in 1962 by American 
designer Bill Curry for his brand 
Design Line, the ‘Stemlite’ lamp 
was a pioneering design of its 
time, replacing the traditional 
shade-plus-base model with a 
sleek, ‘total look’ typology. Curry’s 
background in the aerospace 
industry clearly influenced its 
space-age lines and fluid form  – the 
design was even used on the set of 
the original Star Trek TV series. It’s 
been out of production for more 
than 40 years, but Gubi is now 
resurrecting the light across five 
variations, including a floor lamp 
and pendant light. From £373 
(gubi.com).
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 TREND 

MARBLE AND STONE
The classical material gets a contemporary update with designs that play with striking formations

1 ‘Fellow’ lamp by Space Copenhagen, approx £762, Fredericia (fredericia.com) 2 ‘Geometric’ pendant by Boris Klimek and Lenka Damová, from 
approx £2,266, Brokis (brokis.cz) 3 ‘Mito’ floor lamp by Tom Fereday for Rakumba, from approx £7,023, Tollgard (tollgard.com) 4 ‘Swirl’ table lamp, 

£175, Soho Home (sohohome.com) 5 ‘Rosa’ pendant, from £997, Marc Wood (marcwoodstudio.com) 6 ‘Marble’ bulb, approx £581, Rooshad Shroff 
(rooshadshroff.com) 7 ‘Gioia’ wall light by Andrea Anastasio, from £936, Foscarini (foscarini.com) 8 ‘Dueppo’ table lamp by Mathieu Delacroix, 

£549, Ligne Roset (ligne-roset.com) 9‘Essentials’ table lamp in ‘Marble’ by Koen Van Guijze, approx £178, Serax (serax.com)
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 4  OF  THE  BEST 

PORTABLE 
LAMPS

Bring the light with you 
wherever you go with these 

cordless designs

‘Mini Shitake’, from £795, Collier 
Webb (collierwebb.com)

‘FollowMe’ by Marset, £171, 
Aram Store (aram.co.uk)

‘Asteria’, £269, Dowsing & Reynolds 
(dowsingandreynolds.com)

‘Flowerpot VP9’ by Verner Panton, 
£145, &Tradition (andtradition.com)

Full 
MOON

Taking its name from the Cornish word for 
‘moon’, Tom Raffield’s new ‘Loer’ pendant 

combines the brand’s signature steam-bent 
wood with mouth-blown glass. Its graceful, 
weightless appearance is accentuated by its 

sleek halo of ash, held in place by brass fixings 
that reflect the soft glow of the spherical orb 

within. £345 (tomraffield.com).

Recycle, reuse
Salvage specialist Skinflint 

unearths vintage lights with 
fascinating stories. Its latest 

collection, ‘Industrial Heritage’ 
includes a haul from the Swan 

Lane Mills near Bolton, once home 
to the largest cotton spinning mill 

in the world, restored and fitted 
with LED technology. From 
£270 (skinflintdesign.com).

GLOW 
GETTER 
Mario Bellini’s ‘Chiara’ 
lamp for Flos, designed in 1964, is 
back in production. Formed from 
a single rolled sheet of stainless 
steel, it’s topped with a wimple-
like shade that gently diffuses 
light. ‘I don’t like lamps in which 
you can see the bulb, because 
they bother the eyes,’ says Bellini. 
Unchanged except for a new LED 
light source and the addition of 
a table lamp version, the design 
makes a statement whether 
switched on or off. From £325, 
Atrium (atrium.ltd.uk).


